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Abstract 
We consider wide-area broadband networks where multiple services with differing bandwidth 
requirements are offered (with peak rate allocation for the duration of a connection in a loss 
network environment). We present several dynamic routing schemes in such a multi-service 
setting along with an admission control policy. The routing schemes cover issues such as 
crankback, periodicity of computation of routing, and what type of information is used in 
routing decisions. We present results on their performance under normal as well as overloaded 
network conditions. We observe that in an integrated environment, for low-bandwidth ser
vice (such as voice), the various routing schemes provide similar performance; this is not so for 
high-bandwidth service (such as video)- we observe noticeable differences in the network per
formance for high-bandwidth service depending on whether the routing scheme has crankback, 
and how the routing decision is made. We also observe that the proper setting of the admission 
control scheme can reduce the discrepancies in blocking for different services. 
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1 INTRODUCTION 
Future broadband networks will be required to provide a variety of services with different 

bandwidth requirements for each service while at the same time each service may have different 
grade-of-service1 (GoS) requirements. In this paper, we limit ourselves to considering services 
that require peak rate allocation of bandwidth for the duration of a call (Class 1 service in 
B-ISDN) while the peak rate may be different for different services; thus, the performance issue 
here is GoS, i.e., call blocking for each service type. We consider such services in wide-area 
networks with dynamic routing capabilities. 

For peak rate allocation in single-service (voice) networks, dynamic routing has been stud
ied extensively in the last two decades (see, for example, [1, 2, 4, 7, 16]); several routing schemes, 
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such as AT&T's Dynamic Non-Hierarchical Routing (DNHR) [2] and Real-Time Network Rout
ing (RTNR) [4], Northern Telecom's Dynamically Controlled Routing (DCR), British Telecom's 
Dynamic Alternate Routing (DAR), have been implemented and deployed. See Girard [7] a.nd 
references therein for more deta.ils. 

Several issues are important in the context of single-service dynamic routing schemes: (a.) 
trunk reservation (also known as state protection), (b) maximum number of links allowed to 
connect a. ca.ll, (c) crankba.ck feature, (d) the manner in which the routing is computed a.nd 
a. route is chosen, (e) periodicity of routing table update or (near) real-time computation of 
routing and impact on ca.ll set-up time. 

Of these issues, trunk reservation, apparently first presented by Weber [18], and setting 
the maximum number of links to two, are the common features found in almost all single
service dynamic routing schemes. The essence of trunk reservation is to protect direct routed 
traffic if the number of idle channels falls below a. certain tolerance on the direct link which 
is needed primarily in overloaded conditions and for network stability. The restriction on the 
maximum number of links to two has to do primarily with the trade-off between the complexity 
of multi-link calls as introduced in switching software and in signalling requirements, and the 
marginal improvement in network throughput from two-link to more than two-link call routing 
[2]. (Recently, Krishnan and Cardwell [12] have observed that restriction to two-link routes 
in virtual-path based ATM networks imposes no penalty on network cost for large networks.) 
Cra.nkba.ck refers to the ability to offer a. call blocked at the intermediate node in a two-link 
call to another route. For example, while crankba.ck is implemented in DNHR and RTNR, 
it is neither a feature in DCR nor DAR. Item (d) above has been addressed differently for 
different routing schemes: off-line computation based on an optimization model (e.g., DNHR), 
least-loaded path, either based on ava.ila.ble capacity (e.g., RTNR) or based on offered load and 
a.va.ila.ble capacity (e.g., Bellcore's state-dependent routing [7]), probabilistic choice of alternate 
path based on a.va.ilability of bandwidth (e.g., DCR), and random choice of alternate route 
(e.g., DAR). Finally, the issue of routing decision when a. ca.ll arrives: idea.lly, it is preferable 
to compute it based on the network status a.t the time of arrival of the ca.ll; however, actual 
real-time computation ma.y increase the call setup time - this may not be acceptable from a 
network provider's viewpoint. Thus, near real-time computation is much more acceptable than 
actual real-time computation to reduce the impact on call setup time; this has led to either 
off-line computation of routes (a.nd some correction through network management update [1], 
e.g. DNHR), frequent/periodic update (less than a minute) of the routing table (e.g. DCR), 
or using the routing information available a.t the time of the previous call (e.g. RI'NR). 

In the case of multi-service wide-area broadband networks, different services with different 
peak rates for the duration of a. ca.ll are going to be offered. It is expected that the issues 
discussed above for single-service networks will remain in the multi-service networks too. It 
has previously been observed for mixed bandwidth traffic in a single-link system (no routing) 
that if there is no admission control, then the traffic type with lower bandwidth requirement 
per ca.ll has less blocking than the traffic type with higher bandwidth requirement per call 
[11]. There has been, in fact, considerable work on admission control and performance of a 
single-link system where multiple services (multi-rate) are offered (see, for example, [10, 11, 
14]). Thus, if a certain GoS is to be provided to a service type, then some form of admission 
control may be required to address the GoS issue in a network setting as well. Further, this 
ma.y need to be triggered under normal network operating conditions. (We will discuss this in 
section 4.) We will consider the case of equitable GoS for all services, e.g., 1% blocking GoS for 
all services for clarity and simplicity (obviously, different GoSs ma.y be required for different 
services). Thus, two important issues to be considered for multi-service networks (in addition 
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to the issues discussed earlier) are: admission control2 and service protection under normal 
network operating conditions. Thus, in a. multi-service broadband network setting, we propose 
two phases associated with any newly arrived call: admission control phase - to determine if 
the call is to be admitted to the network (not connected yet), and routing phase- to determine 
if there is capacity (subject to trunk reservation) in the network to connect the call once it 
passes the admission control phase. Thus, a. call may be rejected in either phase. 

Multi-service dynamic routing has been addressed in recent years by several researchers 
(see, for example, [3, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9, 13, 15]); of which, only a. few of them have considered admis
sion control with routing. The purpose of our present paper is to understand the implication 
and interaction of admission control with various dynamic routing schemes in a. multi-service 
setting with different bandwidth requirement for each service type (beyond the work pre
sented in [15]). Towards this end, we have proposed various dynamic routing schemes in a. 
multi-service setting addressing the issues stated earlier, and a simple admission control policy 
(adapted from a similar one for a. single-link system (14]), and have studied their interaction 
and network performance through network simulation. 

Finally, we discuss the notion of a. basic bandwidth unit (BBU) before we start the main 
body of this paper. We use the term basic bandwidth unit [11] to refer to a. base rate, and 
assume that all services require some multiple of this base rate. For example, if we consider 
64Kbps to be the basic bandwidth unit, then a. 64Kbps peak rate voice call requires one 
BBU, while a. 384Kbps peak rate video ca.ll requires six BBUs. Also, we will use service unit 
(SU) to refer to the unit for a. particular service per connection which is given in terms of 
BBUs. Note our work is not limited to using BBUs to be 64Kbps. Some idea. of BBU may be 
desirable for bandwidth quantization in broadband networks both for network planning and 
service deployment. Quantization has been recently addressed by Lea. and Alya.ta.ma [13] where 
they have reported that a. proper quantization may not result in significant loss in network 
throughput. 

2 DYNAMIC ROUTING METHODS 
In the following discussion, we assume that we have a. set of services S; each service s E S 

requires a. peak rate a.llocation of w. BBUs for the duration of the call. Two nodes i and j in 
the network may be connected by a direct link (i,j). The traffic pair between nodes i and j 
is denoted by [i,j). A call for traffic pair [i,j) is connected either on the direct link (i,j) or is 
on an alternate route via a.t most one more node; this limits any call to use a.t most two links 
to connect. The network is assumed to be nearly fully interconnected. We present below six 
multi-service dynamic routing schemes. 

2.1 Routing Rule: MACRPC 
For each switching node pair, an arriving call for each service type that passes the admission 

control (described in section 3) first tries the direct traffic link. If there is capacity on the direct 
link to serve the bandwidth requirement for this call, the ca.ll is connected. If there is no free 
capacity on the direct link or the direct link does not exist, then the call first tries the first 
alternate via. node given in the routing table computed periodically; if it cannot find any 
a.va.ila.ble trunks, especially in the second leg of this two-link alternate route, (subject to trunk 

2 It can be argued that trunk reservation is an admission control feature; however, in our 
discussion, we consider trunk reservation to be a. part of routing feature, and we classify ad
mission control to be the issue of whether to admit a. ca.ll to the network before it goes to the 
routing phase. 
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reservation [18], also known as state protection [7]), then the call is cranked back ([2]) and is 
tried using the next alternate via. node as given in the routing table. If the call cannot find any 
a.va.ila.ble capacity after trying all the alternate routes given in the routing table, then the call 
is blocked. Like dynamic non-hierarchical routing (DNHR) [2] and trunk status map routing 
[1] for single-service networks, this routing has the cra.nkback feature; while DNHR used a.n 
off-line computed routing (with some real-time network management added routes in case of 
overload [1]) and TSMR used DNHR with some added routes computed regularly, the routing 
used here updates the entire routing table a.t regular intervals, somewhat similar to DCR. Note 
that the routing we use attempts various alternate routes in the order given in the routing table 
using cra.nkback, if needed, while DCR uses probabilistic values to pick the alternate route from 
the routing table; additionally, DCR does not have cra.nkback. We call this routing scheme -
Maximum A.va.ila.ble Qa.pacity Routing with E_eriodic update and Qra.nkback (MACRPC). Note 
that MACRPC is aimed for multiple services, and thus, the routing table computation takes 
into account w. (=the peak rate bandwidth required per connection by calls of a. particular 
service type). This is described next. 

Consider the traffic link (i,j) for the node pair [i,j] with end nodes i and j. Let 
t(i,j) := Total number of BBUs on link (i,j) 
O(i,j) := Number of BBUs on link (i,j) that are presently allocated to active calls of all 

types 
r(i,j) := Number of BBUs on link (i,j) reserved (trunk reservation) for its own direct 

traffic 
Then, the available capacity for pair [i,j] via. node v(cf: i,j) a.t the instant of computation 

of the routing table is given by: 

z~,j] =min { t(i,v) - O(i,v) - r(i,v), t(v,j) - O(v,j) - r(v,j) }. (1) 

Now, for each service types, we consider the candidate list 

V[\:!J·l = { v I z~.il ~ ma.x{l, !3.w.} } , (2) 

where !3. satisfies 0 ::; !3. ::; 1. If !3. = 0 for all service types s, then the candidate routing list 
is the same for each service type (chosen with a.t least one unit of BBU available). If !3s = 1 for 
all s, then the candidate list for each service type contains the alternate paths which have a.t 
least w. units of BBU available (at the time of computation) to connect a. call for that service 
type. If !3. is a. value closer to 1, then a. path is considered in the candidate list even if it 
does not have enough bandwidth to connect a. call for that service type a.t the time of routing 
table update, but is close enough such that it merits consideration in case any existing calls are 
completed. The candidate list is sorted in descending order (of available capacity as given by 
z~.il in (1)) to determine the routing table for service types for traffic pair [i,j] subject to the 
condition given in (2). Note that although the routing rule is the same for each service type for 
a. specific traffic pair, the routing table can be different for different service types depending on 
the value of !3. (and w.). As noted earlier, this updating is done periodically/frequently. This 
computation can be done either in a. centralized manner where each switch sends its information 
regularly to a. central processor, or in a. distributed manner where the busy capacity information 
is exchanged between switches using the signalling network. 
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2.2 Routing Rule: OCORC 
This routing scheme is inspired by RTNR [4]. In this routing, a traffic pair has an alternate 

via node available ("stored" via node) at any time. Once a call passes admission control, it 
first tries the direct link. If there is capacity available, the call is connected. If there is no 
capacity on the direct link or the direct link does not exist, then the stored via node is tried 
for alternate routing; at the same time a process is spawned to compute a new via node. If the 
call is completed using the stored via node, then the newly computed via node becomes the 
stored via node for the next call that arrives for the same traffic pair and service type. If the 
call cannot be completed via the originally stored via node due to the unavailability of enough 
capacity, then the call is cranked back and waits for the completion of the spawned process 
which computes the new via node and then tries to route it using this newly computed via 
node. The idea behind this concept of "one call old" routing is to minimize the call set-up time 
for most calls [4]. The computation of the new via node has similarities to the computation of 
the periodic routing table in MACRPC. In this case, we use the rule given in (1) along with 
(2) (with f3s = 1 for all s) in a distributed manner to determine the available via nodes and 
picks the via node with the maximum available capacity to be the newly computed via node 
on a per call basis. Thus, a switching node pair requests all its possible via nodes to send 
availability of capacity for computing the best-via-path that is used for crankback if needed 
and for the next call that arrives for this same traffic pair and service type. We will refer to 
this routing scheme as Qne Qall Qld Routing with Qrankback (OCORC). Note that OCORC 
is conceptually similar to RTNR [4]; however, instead of computing sets of via nodes based on 
network status bit map as in RTNR, OCORC uses the information on available capacity on 
each link for computation of alternate routes. 

2.3 Routing Rule: FOCORC 
This scheme is similar to OCORC except that the determination of the via node to attempt 

at the instant of a call arrival for some services is different than OCORC. Usually, when a new 
service is introduced in the network, the amount of traffic for such services is significantly lower 
than existing services. As such, the requests for connection for such new services can arrive 
quite infrequently. This leads to the situation in which the network state may have changed 
significantly since the alternate route was computed in the last call for this service type as 
done in OCORC; i.e., the information may be outdated for a newly arrived call for the same 
service [15]. Thus, in such a situation it may be preferable to force computation of the via 
node on each call basis at the expense of possible increase in call set-up time for new services. 
The computation of the via node availability is done as discussed for OCORC. Thus, in this 
scheme, some services use "one call old" routing for alternate routing while others use freshly 
computed via node for alternate routing. We refer to this routing scheme as f.orced Qne Qall 
Qld Routing with Qrankback (FOCORC). 

2.4 Routing Rule: PACRP 
In this scheme, we will consider two variations. For both cases, the routing update is done 

periodically as in MACRPC; however, this scheme does not have crankback. Route choices 
are done here in a probabilistic manner which is similar to DCR; however, the procedure is 
modified from DCR to work for multi-service cases with differing bandwidth requirements. As 
with previous schemes, an arriving call first goes through the admission control check before it 
is handed to routing phase check; once it is in routing phase check, the direct link is tried first. 

As in MACRPC, periodically, z~,j] is computed using the expression given in (1). Further, 

for each service, the set V[(.•,I1) is determined by considering {3. to be 1, i.e., due to no crankback, •,J 
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we prefer to have a set which shows the paths with sufficient bandwidth availability. Then the 
probability of choosing a via node v for service type s for the pair [i,j] is computed as given 
below: 

v,s v I ~ m 
q(i,j] = z(i,Jl LJ z(i,i]' 

mEV~~i~l 

~(s,l) 
v E (i,j] • (3) 

Thus, a routing table is periodically prepared based on availability which contains the routing 
via nodes and the probability value for each alternate path as computed using (3). We refer to 
this scheme as frobabilistic Available Qapacity .Routing with feriodic update (PACRP). We 
present here two variations of PACRP for actual alternate route selection based on the above 
probabilistic "goodness" of a path. In the first approach, to be referred to as PACRPa, when 
a call for service type s arrives for pair [i, j] and enters the routing selection phase, the call is 
first attempted on the direct path (if available); if the direct path is not available, an alternate 
path via node v is chosen at random with the probabilities given by the above expression. If 
the call cannot be completed on this path, the call is lost (blocked and cleared). 

In the second variation, PACRPb, the first alternate route selection is done as in PACRPa. 
However, this time, if the call cannot find available capacity on the first leg of the two-link 
path, then a second path is tried at random with a modified probability computed for the rest 
of the routes in the routing table. Suppose, the first via node selected is x; then the probability 
values for the rest of the routes in the routing table is computed as follows: 

lftr:;l = z~.Jl/ E z[;:j]' v E v[~:j~) \ {X}. 
mEV~:j~) \ { x} 

(4) 

This process is continued for all alternate paths that have positive probabilities listed in the 
routing table (obtained from last periodic update) and a path is eliminated from probabilistic 
choice of routing if it has been tried once for this call; note that this is done as long as the call 
cannot find available capacity only on the first leg of two-link route. This modified probability 
is computed for the present call only (i.e., paths are not eliminated from the routing table for 
any future calls). If, however, for any route chosen, there is capacity available in the first leg, 
but none available in the second leg, then the call is lost (blocked and cleared) and there is no 
crank back. 

2.5 Routing Rule: POCOR 
This routing scheme draws certain features from OCORC and PACRPa. In this routing 

scheme, the routing decision is probabilistic based on the information available for the last call 
for the same traffic pair and the same service type. Thus, in this routing scheme, when a call 
arrives in the routing phase, it first tries the direct link. If there is no bandwidth available on 
the direct link, then the decision for routing this call is made based on the information about 
the routes available from the last call. Unlike OCORC, in this routing the available bandwidth 
for possible alternate routes are mapped to probability values similar to PACRPa. Instead 
of periodic computation of the probabilities as in PACRPa, the computation for the available 
bandwidth information is done in the last call; no crankback is performed as described for 
PACRPa. Thus, like OCORC, when a call arrives a process is spawned to obtain the availability 
of capacity on candidate two-link paths; this information is used for the next call that arrives 
for this traffic pair and service type. We refer to this routing scheme a.~ frobabilistic Qne Qall 
Qld Routing (POCOR). 
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2.6 Routing Rule: FPOCOR 
Finally, this scheme combines some features from FOCORC and PACRPa. For some 

services, the routing decision is made as in POCOR. However, for certain new emerging services, 
instead of using the information for the last call as in POCOR, the routing decision is based on 
querying every switch about available bandwidth for the arrived call as is done for FOCORC. 
Here, for the available bandwidth information obtained, a success probability is computed for 
each alternate routes using the expression given by (3), and then the decision for choosing a path 
is made at random using probabilities computed for each path, similar to PACRPa; only one 
alternate path is chosen and as such no crank back is done. We will refer to this routing scheme 
as Eorced E.robabilistic Qne Qall Qld Routing (FPOCOR). Thus, with FPOCOR, services for 
which the forced computation is done have an impact on call setup time due to time required 
for querying and decision making, as was the case with FOCORC. 

3 ADMISSION CONTROL 
Our admission control policy is probabilistic in the sense that depending on the amount 

of free capacity on the direct link available (within a specified range) at the instant a call for a 
service type arrives, it is accepted (not connected yet) to the network with a certain probability. 
The admission control is an extension of an acceptance policy described in the context of a 
single-link system for heterogeneous traffic [14]; the admission control in the present form is 
presented in [15] and is discussed here for completeness. If the call is not accepted, then it is 
blocked and cleared. If the call is accepted in the admission control phase, then it goes to the 
routing phase. The admission control can be given for services E S for traffic pair [i,j] by the 
following acceptance function: 

a[i,j] = P[i,j]' if L(i,j) :S t(i,j)- O(i,j) < u(i,j); 0, otherwise, (5) 

where L(i,j) and U(i,j) are the lower and upper bounds in BBUs, respectively, on free capacity 
for probabilistic acceptance, and 0 :S P[i,j] :S 1. If Pii,j] = 1, s E S for all traffic pairs, then 
there is no admission control in the network, which is sometimes known as complete sharing 
[10]. It should be noted that the admission control decision is local; it is not based on the 
complete network information, instead, the decision is based on the occupancy of the direct 
link at the time of the arrival of a call. Specific instances of the admission control policy can 
be considered using (5) by specifying different values for the parameters, p•, L and U. 

4 RESULTS 
To study network performance, we have developed a network simulator where the above 

routing schemes and the admission control policy are implemented. In our simulator, two 
service types are considered: the first service type s = 1 requires W(s=l) = 1 BBU for a call, 
while the second service s = 2 requires W(s=2) = 6 BBUs for a call. Often, the first service will 
be called the voice (narrowband) service and the second will be called the video (wideband) 
service. We have considered a ten switching node sample network for computational work. The 
data for this network is based on a real public switched network spanning the continental US 
[15]. The offered load for voice traffic is extracted from this network. Due to nonavailability, the 
offered load for the second traffic type is generated using a uniform random number generator 
by picking a value between 0% and 5% of the offered load for the voice traffic, separately for 
each traffic pair in the network. Further, in our study we use two different load hours (with 
asymmetric traffic data for each hour) to reflect variation of traffic during the day; these two 
load hours will be referred to as hr-A and hr-B. In our case, total offered loads (in erlangs) 
for the network for load hours hr-A and hr-B for voice traffic are 2826.16 erl and 3224.08 erl, 
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respectively; offered loads for video traffic for load hours hr-A and hr-B are 72.96 erl and 

84.34 erl, respectively. Note that effective offered (weighted) load for video service is six times 

more than the loads listed here for video since an SU for video requires six BBUs for the 

duration of a call. The voice service is considered as a "mature" service while the video service 
is considered as a "newly deployed emerging" service due to the loads used. As such for 

forced routing schemes, FOCORC and FPOCOR, we set video service to do forced routing 

computation while computation for voice is done as in OCORC and POCOR, respectively. 

The bandwidth required on each link in the network so as to provide 1% blocking GoS to 

each service is determined by a multi-hour dimensioning procedure presented in [15]. This 

dimensioning procedure generated 4,815 total BBUs of capacity for the network. We consider 

three different scenarios for traffic loads: "normal load" where each traffic type has offered 

load as stated above, i.e., normal network operating conditions; "video-only overload" where 
video traffic has 5% overload while voice traffic is at normal load; and "both overload" where 

both voice and video traffic has 5% more traffic (uniformly) than their respective normal load; 

in the figures and the rest of the discussion they are indicated by Lf-1.0, Lf-Vid, and Lf-1.05, 
respectively. 

In our simulation, the arrival of a call is assumed to be Poisson and the mean call holding 

time to be exponentially distributed. The mean call holding time for voice is assumed to be 

three minutes. The mean call holding time for the video service is set to 7.5 minutes, 2.5 

times more than that of voice service. The frequency of routing table update for MACRPC 

and PACRP are set to 15 seconds. For each case we considered, we have run ten independent 

replications, and all the results reported are based on computing the average of the ten runs. 

We have also computed 95% confidence intervals, and have found that, typically, for voice 

traffic the range of confidence interval is less than a tenth of a percentage of blocking, and for 

video traffic, the range of the confidence interval is often less than half a percent of blocking; 

the average value for each point is on the graphs (in all but one) so as not to clutter with 
vertical lines for confidence intervals. In each run, we have thrown away the first six hours of 

simulation data to take into account the simulation warm up period, and then the simulation 
was run for another twenty hours to collect the network statistics. Trunk reservation, r(i,j), 

discussed in (1) is dynamically set based on pairwise blocking; this is similar to [4] and is done 
in the same manner for all routing schemes. It is worth mentioning that in RTNR [4], trunk 

reservation is done separately for each service; however, in our work we have used a shared 
trunk reservation approach for all services for a particular traffic pair while letting admission 
control address service specific GoS. 

We consider a simple instance of the admission control given by (5) for our study: 

AC-1 :: for video, p2[ . . 1 = 1 in all cases; for voice, admit with probability P[(s""ll) = p1 
t,J t,J 

when L(i,j) := 0; u(i,j) := 1 video su = W(s=2) = 6 BBUs 
This means that when the number of free BBUs on a direct link falls below six, then the 

voice call is admitted for this traffic pair with a certain probability (p1 ) while all video calls 

are admitted so as to give some preference to video service (see [15] for another instance). 
In our study, we considered the following scenarios: 1) the impact due to different load 

hours, 2) the impact due to three load scaling scenarios (Lf-1.0, Lf-Vid, Lf-1.05). These two 
scenarios are considered for the six routing schemes presented earlier. From our preliminary 

study, we observed that the various parameter values for MACRPC have little difference: for 

the results reported here, we use the value (3. = 0.5 when the routing table is updated. Out of 

two variations of PACRP, we have chosen PACRPb for comparison with other schemes since 
from simulation we observed that PACRPb provides lower blocking than PACRPa for video 
service. 
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In Fig. 1, we plot the six routing schemes for normal load (Lf-1.0) for load hour, hr-8, 
for three values of p1 for the admission control policy, AC-1: p1 = 0.8, 0.9, 1.0. Recall that 
p1 = 1.0 refers to no admission control. We observe that under no admission control, voice 
blocking is virtually zero while video blocking varies from about 1.5% to over 6%. This shows 
the disparity in GoS for different bandwidth services under no admission control for each of 
the routing schemes; as the value of p1 is decreased from 1.0 to 0.8 to activate admission 
control, we see that for each routing scheme, there is an intersection point where the voice 
blocking line crosses with video blocking line giving the point of equal blocking for each traffic 
stream. Observe that the equal blocking point corresponds to about 1% blocking for routing 
schemes MACRPC, OCORC, FOCORC and FPOCOR; however, this cross point is found 
to be about 2% and 4% blocking for routing schemes PACRPb and POCOR, respectively. 
This suggests that for probabilistic routing the routing information from the last call may 
be too old for a newly emerging service, even when the information is updated periodically 
but with no crankback feature, as in PACRPb, it results in higher blocking. Note however 
that if forced computation of routing information is used for the probabilistic choice with new 
information (FPOCOR), the blocking improves significantly as to obtain a performance along 
the routing schemes with crankback. Further, for low-bandwidth calls (i.e., voice), the blocking 
is essentially indistinguishable among all the routing schemes, however for higher-bandwidth 
calls (i.e., video), there is a noticeable difference. Note also that there is no difference in 
network performance due to one call old routing with crankback and forced computation for 
video (i.e., OCORC and FOCORC), except for the possible impact on an increase in the call 
setup time due to FOCORC. For the same case with hr-A, we observe similar behavior as 
with hr-8 with one exception. The video blocking with FPOCOR is slightly lower than with 
OCORC in hr-A while it is slightly higher in hr-8; the reverse effect is true for voice blocking 
-this is only noticeable primarily for the 'no admission control' (p1 = 1.0) case. This suggests 
that depending on the network traffic, forced probabilistic routing as in FPOCOR sometimes 
does a somewhat better job of spreading high-bandwidth calls than the choice of taking the 
maximum available capacity path as in OCORC. 

Now we discuss the results for a 5% overload of video traffic (Lf-Vid). In Fig. 2, the 
performance of various routing schemes are plotted for load hour, hr-A with 5% overload for 
video, and the same is done for load hour, hr-8, in Fig. 3. We observe a similar pattern as 
in the case of normal load except that the video blocking gap between PACRPb and the rest 
of them (except POCOR) has widened for hr-8. The main observation to notice here is that 
5% overload in video traffic has virtually no impact in increasing the blocking for voice traffic, 
but for video traffic the blocking increase is noticeable. This minimal impact on voice traffic 
may partly be due to the fact that even with video overload, video traffic has not increased 
significantly. Two interesting questions arise when the overload for one traffic stream occurs 
in a network: a) should the network be geared to provide equal blocking to each traffic type 
even when one traffic class is overloaded, or b) should the blocking for unaffected traffic type 
remain the same as under normal network operating condition, i.e., 1% blocking. If the answer 
to the first question is yes, then the admission control should be used with p1 set to be around 
0.95 to provide equal blocking of about 1.5% to both services (for hr-A and routing MACRPC, 
OCORC, FOCORC, FPOCOR); if the answer to the second question is yes, then using a higher 
value of p1 (around 0.97) is acceptable, which corresponds to providing 1% blocking for voice 
and over 2% blocking for video, thus letting the overloaded traffic class suffer higher blocking. 
Obviously, the choice of one over the other depends on the network's objective. Nevertheless, 
our simple admission control can effectively interact with the routing schemes to respond to 
either scenario. 
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In Fig. 4, the network blocking is plotted for 5% network-wide overload (Lf-1.05) over 
normal network traffic corresponding to hr-A; the corresponding graph for hr-B is given in 
Fig. 5. The pattern very much is the same as before; however, we discuss here the salient 
points. Observe that under no admission control, while the blocking for voice service increases 
by about 1% blocking for all routing schemes, the blocking increases significantly for video 
traffic; for example, for OCORC video blocking increases from about 2% blocking under normal 
load to over 8% blocking with 5% network-wide traffic overload; for POCOR, the change for 
video is from 6% blocking to over 12% blocking. However, with the activation of admission 
control, this difference is less pronounced. This suggests that our simple admission control can 
reduce discrepancies in network performance when combined with any of the dynamic routing 
schemes. To illustrate this aspect, we have plotted all three load situations (Lf-1.0, Lf-Vid, 
Lf-1.05) for routing MACRPC for hr-B in Fig. 6 (short vertical lines indicate 95% confidence 
intervals). Notice the big change in video blocking under no admission control which drops 
to almost zero as p1 ~ 0.8, while the gap for voice blocking continually remains at about 1% 
blocking. It is also interesting to observe from this figure that p1 which provides the point of 
equal blocking decreases as the network load increases. This indicates that in a network with 
changing network load and for overloaded situation, an adaptive scheme to update p1 may be 
desirable. 

5 SUMMARY 
In this paper, our effort has been to understand the interaction of admission control and 

dynamic routing, and its impact on network performance. We have presented here six routing 
schemes. Based on our study of a ten-node switched network with two heterogeneous service 
types, we can summarize the following observations: 

• Various routing schemes are indistinguishable in terms of network performance for low 
bandwidth service (i.e. voice). 

• For higher bandwidth service (video), from the performance of routing schemes MACRPC 
and PACRPb, we observe that the crankback feature seems to provide lower blocking 
compared to routing that has no crank back feature, if the routing update is done frequently. 

• There is virtually no difference in performance between OCORC and FOCORC, i.e, one 
call old information with crankback is as good as forced computation of route at the 
arrival of a call for high bandwidth call; we believe this is due to the fact that OCORC 
does crankback if the old information is not good thus using new information. The only 
difference is that on average FOCORC will have to impose a higher call setup time for the 
high-bandwidth service than that for OCORC on more calls. 

• Probabilistic choice of a route without crankback based on information available in the 
last call seems to provide the highest blocking for the newly emerging service. On the 
other hand, if a forced computation is performed for the newly emerging service even with 
probabilistic choice, the performance improves significantly and is at par with routing with 
the crank back feature, although this has the impact of increase in the call set-up time. 

• A simple admission control scheme with local information as presented here can reduce the 
difference in network blocking between voice and video service. Further, with the proper 
value of the admission control parameter, an equitable grade-of-service can be provided 
to both services. If equitable grade-of-service is the network provisioning objective, then 
admission control is required even in normal network operating conditions. 

• The impact of admission control parameter value on network performance behavior under 
overload situation suggests that an adaptive approach to updating the admission control 
parameter can provide desirable effect on the performance for various services. 
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Nevertheless, we have made several observations about how services are affected due to 
different routing schemes and bandwidth requirements which have not been observed to our 
knowledge. We have also pointed out above the possible increase in call set-up time if the 
latest network information is used. While this may not be acceptable for some services, it 
may possibly be acceptable (within a reasonable limit) for some other services; e.g., with video 
conferencing services, some delay in set-up time may be tolerable since the actual conference 
may not start until all the participants arrive (this is obviously a subjective issue). Another 
issue is the adaptive nature of the admission control scheme. We have tried to understand 
this by considering two different load hours and network overloading. Obviously, a better 
understanding of admission control in the presence of nonstationary traffic is still desirable (see 
[17) for admission control under nonstationary traffic on a single-link system). The performance 
impact on various services under severe network failure or mass calling, however, remains to 
be seen and understood. 
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Fig. 1: Blocking for Lf-1.0 in hr-B 
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Fig. 2: Blocking for Lf-Vid in hr-A 

Fig. 3: Blocking for Lf-Vid in hr-B 
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Fig. 4: Blocking for 5% overload (hr-A) 
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Fig. 5: Blocking for 5% overload (hr-B) 
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Fig. 6: Blocking for MACRPC (hr-B) 


